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Public strategy – what’s in a name?

• Let’s hear from you.

• Go to menti.com, use the code 72 91 34 and add three keywords that you 
believe best describe public strategy (Dutch).

• Which patterns emerge… .



Defining public strategy – NOT corporate strategy

“Strategy is a concrete approach to aligning the aspirations and
the capabilities of a public organization or other entity for the
purpose of goal achievement and the creation of public value.”

Bryson & George. 2019. Strategic Management in Public Administration. Oxford 
Research Encyclopedia of Public Administration, Forthcoming.



The aspirations-capabilities matrix

Bryson & George. 2019. Strategic Management in Public Administration. Oxford 
Research Encyclopedia of Public Administration, Forthcoming.



The reactors…

• Low aspirations and low capabilities.

• Not particularly strategic, no clear strategy at all.

• Waiting for instructions from their authorizing environment, telling them 
what to do.

• No proactive aspiration of their future nor any thought on the capabilities 
needed to achieve said future.

• Research: Unlikely pathway to public service performance. Evidence from 
mostly U.S. and U.K. shows negative relationship.



The reactors…



The underachievers…

• Low aspirations and high capabilities.

• Often linked to blame avoidance mechanisms, especially in administrative 
contexts strongly influenced by politics or under strong public scrutiny.

• When goals are not ambitious, these are easier to achieve. So we cannot be 
blamed publicly for failing to achieve predefined goals.

• Research: Blame avoidance a potent mechanism, especially in resource 
allocation by politicians; often about “showing you are doing something” 
without necessarily working to a grand aspiration.



The underachievers…



The dreamers…

• High aspirations and low capabilities.

• Everyone loves a dreamer, but unachievable dreams are not helpful and 
are the first strategies to end up in a closet to gather dust.

• Dreamers can have detrimental effects on society by reducing trust in 
government for failing to reach unachievable goals. Or even result in 
ridiculous and un-strategic public spending.

• Research: Unrealistic aspirations create anxiety, stress and could decrease 
work motivation. Might also create expectations from citizens and other 
stakeholders that an organization cannot adhere to, resulting in frustration 
and decreased satisfaction.



The dreamers…



The savvy strategists…

• High aspirations and high capabilities.

• Often also called “grand strategies”, strategies that have transformed 
society and created positive systemic effects.

• Such strategies are much more rare than the earlier cited examples, but 
when they emerge their impact is substantial.

• We argue that these strategies are needed to address 21st century 
challenges, which often cross organizational and national boundaries.

• Research: Mostly case studies of grand strategies throughout history and 
how these transformed society. See book of Gaddis – On Grand Strategy.



The savvy strategists…



So what type of strategist is your organization mostly?

• Go to menti.com, add the code 47 18 60 and choose one option. Be 
HONEST J. Risk-free zone.

• Let’s see which patterns emerge… .



Concluding remarks

Bryson & George. 2019. Strategic Management in Public Administration. Oxford 
Research Encyclopedia of Public Administration, Forthcoming.

Creativity in the 
what.

Creativity in the 
how.



Thanks for your attention! Connect via bert.george@ugent.be
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